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Africa

Continent Summary

Africa is the 2nd largest continent in the world. It is generally divided into two regions: North Africa and south of the Sahara. It has many climate changes and contrasts. As a result, Africa is home to more than 7,000 species of mammals, fish, and birds; over 100,000 species of insects; the largest (elephant) and tallest (giraffe) animals on earth.

Africa is known for its diversity of animals and plants. The Serengeti, in northern Tanzania, is a vast plain of grassland, acacia bushes, forests, and rocky outcrops. The Serengeti National Park has been set aside as a protected area for African wildlife. If you were to visit the park, you'd see antelope, buffalo, cheetahs, elephants, gazelles, giraffes, hyenas, leopards, lions, black rhinoceros, and zebras. Chimpanzees, gorillas, and many birds make their homes in the forests of Central and Western Africa.

The world's largest desert takes up a vast amount of northern Africa where the climate is arid. It is the Sahara Desert, which covers nearly the same amount of space as the United States. The camel is still the preferred mode of transportation in the Sahara as it is well suited for the climate and desert conditions.

Some other geographical features of interest include the Great Rift Valley in the east which is surrounded by a number of plateaus; volcanic eruptions and elongated lakes and valleys along the rift; the Atlas Mountains in the northwest. The highest elevation in Africa is at Kilimanjaro where the mountain peak rises over 19,000 feet above sea level.

Africa is surrounded by the Atlantic Ocean on the west, Indian Ocean on the east, and the Mediterranean Sea on the north. Africa boasts the longest river in the world, the Nile, which flows north through Uganda, South Sudan, Sudan, and Egypt. The banks of the Nile flood yearly, leaving rich deposits of fresh fertile silt. This annual soil replenishment provided for abundant agriculture for thousands of years. Other major rivers are the Congo, in the midst of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (formerly Zaire), and the Zambezi, running through western Zambia. Africa's largest lake, the beautiful Lake Victoria, is not too far from Serengeti National Park.

A discovery along the banks of the Orange River near Hopetown in 1867 marked a turning point in South Africa's history. Can you guess what it was? A 21-carat diamond! This area eventually became the diamond capital of the world. South Africa boasts the world's greatest deposits of gold, chromite, manganese, and platinum metals.

Facts
Size: 11,700,000 square miles
Rank: 2nd largest continent
Highest point: Kilimanjaro 19,319 ft.
Lowest point: Lake Assal, Djibouti, 512 ft. below sea level
Main rivers: Nile, Congo, Zambezi
Largest country: Algeria
Smallest country: Seychelles
Main languages: Arabic, English, French, Portuguese
Major industries: agriculture, tourism, recent growth in services industries such as banking, financial services, communication and information technology
Natural resources: diamonds, gold, iron, cobalt, uranium, copper, bauxite, silver, petroleum, woods, tropical fruit
Masks

Masks are an important part of African tribal culture. Richly decorated masks have been an important part of tribal and religious ceremonies for many years. The masks are usually carved from wood, painted, and accented with gemstones, ivory, or other items.

1. Lay a piece of cardstock on the table. Place your head, facedown, on the cardstock. Have someone trace the general shape of your face. This ensures that your mask is the proper fit.

2. Cut your mask out, following the traced lines. Decorate your mask. Look online or in a book at samples of African masks to help you get the idea.

3. Tape strands of raffia or twine to the back side of your mask if you want your mask to have hair. Cut out holes for your eyes if you plan on wearing the mask.

4. Use your hole punch to put holes on both sides of the mask. Tie a long strand of twine or raffia to each hole. Have someone tie the mask to your face, or simply tie the strands together to hang on the wall.

Primary students can skip the cutting step. Instead, use a paper or Styrofoam plate for the mask.

Secondary students might try making their mask from paper mache.
**Sculpture**

The people of Africa have a great heritage in primitive sculpture. Look at the samples on this page. Each region of the continent has different types and techniques of sculpture that are popular. The sculptures are usually woodcarvings, but we will make ours out of modeling clay.

1. Sketch a design on paper of what you want your sculpture to look like. Try to make a design that looks like some of the African ones below. Look online or in a book about Africa for more inspiration.

2. Sculpt your design using modeling clay. Use a wood-toned color such as brown or tan. You can use toothpicks or disposable plastic silverware to help sculpt smaller details.

3. Dry or bake your clay according to the directions that came with the clay.
**CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC**

**Collage**
A *collage* is a picture put together of many different parts. For example, the sun in a collage would be made of many different kinds of yellow paper. The grass would be created from many different kinds of green paper. To make a collage, you can use patterned scrapbooking papers. You can also use the pages of an outdated magazine or calendar, with your parent's permission.

**Materials**
- patterned papers in a variety of colors
- pencils
- scissors
- glue
- cardstock

**Butterfly Wing Art ★★**
Butterfly wing art is a common folk art in the Central African Republic. Each picture is composed of many delicate butterfly wings. (The wings come from butterflies that are not endangered and that have lived out their natural life span.) The wings are carefully arranged to create a beautiful scene or animal.

1. Decide what picture you want to make for your collage. You might choose an African animal such as a zebra, lion, or giraffe. You could also make a picture of an African tree or flower. Look on the Internet or in a library book for images of Africa to give you some ideas.

2. Lightly sketch your picture onto a piece of cardstock. Big, bold shapes will be easier to collage than small details. Write inside each shape what color you want it to be.

3. Select papers in the colors you will need for your collage. Cut or tear your papers into small pieces.

4. Glue the colored papers onto your cardstock. Use the colors you wrote in earlier as a guide.

5. You can color in the background if you want. Butterfly Wing Art usually has a plain white background so that the wings stand out boldly from the page.
What is the first animal that comes to your mind when you think of Africa? Is it the zebra? The zebra, a member of the horse family, is a beautiful animal covered with black and white stripes. The stripes are not only beautiful, but serve a purpose as well. The stripes help the zebra blend in when standing in a grove of trees. Some scientists believe the stripes also make the zebra look like blades of grass in a field to the color-blind lion. In your geography notebook, draw a picture of a zebra. Pay close attention to how you place your stripes. A zebra’s stripes are vertical everywhere except on its back end and legs, where the stripes are horizontal. To make your zebra stand out even more in your picture, put it in front of a beautiful African sunset of reds, oranges, and yellows.